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Subculture of tissue culture cells 

1. Introduction:  

When a flask of cells becomes confluent, cells are removed and divided between more flasks.  

This is a generic SOP, please refer to your experimental method for procedure specifically appropriate to 

your work. 

 

2. Safety precautions:  

Wear appropriate protective equipment for substance used; see individual CoSHH assessment for 

guidance.  

Lab coat and appropriate gloves should always be worn.  

Only trained personnel to use associated equipment.  

Clean up any spilled substances.  

 

3. Controls  

Equipment is tested annually for electrical safety. 
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Equipment is serviced every six months. 

Ensure correct air flow of safety cabinet before use. 

Clean work surfaces of the safety cabinet with 70% IMS. 

 

 

 

  

4. Method 

 For adherent cells; Aspirate culture media using a sterile pipette. Using another sterile pipette rinse the 

cell sheet with 5mls of sterile PBS.  

Remove the PBS and, using another sterile pipette, add 5mls of trypsin-EDTA to the flask to dissociate 

the cells from the flask. Ensure uniform coverage is achieved.  

Secure the cap and incubate the flask at 37o C on a level shelf.  

Monitor the progress of the dissociation at 1-2 minute intervals. 

When the cells start to dissociate, using a sterile pipette, add 10mls of culture medium to the flask. Direct 

the flow from the pipette to dislodge any adherent cells and break up the cell sheet. Once the cells are in 

suspension follow the method for suspension cell lines. For suspension cell lines; Either: a. Using a sterile 

pipette, divide the cell suspension between the number of fresh flasks required and add fresh growth 

medium to each flask to achieve the required final volume. or b. Using a sterile pipette, transfer the cells 

to a sterile tube and centrifuge for 5 minutes at 1000 rpm.  

Using a sterile pipette, remove the supernatant and Using another sterile pipette, gently resuspend the cell 

pellet in 10mls of fresh growth medium. 
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Divide the cell suspension between the number of fresh flasks required and using a sterile pipette, add 

growth medium to each flask to achieve the required final volume. 

Secure the cap and incubate the flask at the appropriate temperature in the incubator. 

Ensure that all flasks are labelled with;  

The name of the cell line  

The date  

The passage number  

The name of the owner  

Check the flasks daily for any contamination, to replenish the media or to subculture again. 

Clean up any spillages.  

Clean work surfaces of the safety cabinet with 70% IMS. 

Dispose of Plastic pipettes in the “Bag in Box”, all other solid waste in Laboratory waste bags. Waste 

tissue culture media and contaminated cultures must be treated with presept solution before running to 

waste in a laboratory sink.  

 

5. Troubleshooting  

Inform your supervisor or person responsible for that area of any issues. 

 

 

 

Reference: https://www.sheffield.ac.uk 
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